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Abstract: Safety applications in Vehicular Ad-hoc Networks (VANETs) often require vehicles to share
information such as current position, speed, and vehicle status on a regular basis. This information
can be collected to obtain private information about vehicles/drivers, such as home or office locations
and frequently visited places, creating serious privacy vulnerabilities. The use of pseudonyms,
rather than actual vehicle IDs, can alleviate this problem and several different Pseudonym Management
Techniques (PMTs) have been proposed in the literature. These PMTs are typically evaluated
assuming a random placement of attacking stations. However, an adversary can utilize knowledge of
traffic patterns and PMTs to place eavesdropping stations in a more targeted manner, leading to an
increased tracking success rate. In this paper, we propose two new adversary placement strategies
and study the impact of intelligent adversary placement on tracking success using different PMTs.
The results indicate that targeted placement of attacking stations, based on traffic patterns, road type,
and knowledge of PMT used, can significantly increase tracking success. Therefore, it is important
to take this into consideration when developing PMTs that can protect vehicle privacy even in the
presence of targeted placement techniques.
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1. Introduction

A Vehicular Ad-hoc Network (VANET) [1] consists of a network of vehicles and associated
infrastructure that exchange relevant information, such as vehicle positions and status conditions,
traffic density, and road conditions to improve road safety, reduce traffic congestion, and provide
a variety of additional services to users. Safety applications require the exchange of valuable information
about their status with other neighboring vehicles. This information includes its current location, speed,
acceleration, steering angle, brake status, and a variety of other parameters. This information must
be communicated in real-time, with minimum delay and frequent updates. Short to medium range
wireless communication known as Dedicated Short Range Communication (DSRC) has been proposed
to accommodate such Vehicle-to-Vehicle (V2V) and Vehicle-to-Infrastructure (V2I) communications
for safety-critical applications. Each vehicle broadcasts its relevant status information in the form
of Basic Safety Messages (BSMs), using the IEEE 1609 DSRC/WAVE protocol stack [2], built on the
IEEE 802.11p [3]. Based on the SAE J2735 standard [4], BSMs containing vehicle data such as location,
speed, heading, and acceleration are sent multiple times per second and are not encrypted in order
to reduce computational overhead for real-time processing. However, anyone within a vehicle’s
transmission range can receive BSMs from that vehicle and can use the information in successive
messages to build a history of previous locations of the vehicle. Such tracking can be used to gather
important information about the vehicle or drivers, including frequently visited places such as home
or office location, visits to and from medical facilities or other sensitive areas and driving schedules.
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Long term access to such information can compromise the location privacy of the vehicle users [5].
The concept of location privacy has been defined in the literature as “a special type of information
privacy, which concerns the claim of individuals to determine for themselves when, how, and to what
extent location information about them is communicated to others” [6]. Protecting location privacy is
one of the leading security challenges in VANET communications [7]. One widely accepted approach
for addressing the issue of location privacy is for vehicles to use pseudonyms instead of their actual ID,
when communicating with neighboring vehicles [8]. A pseudonym is a temporary identifier issued by
a trusted authority. The pseudonym certificates are typically attached to safety messages sent from a
vehicle. The On-Board Unit (OBU) of an enrolled vehicle is responsible for vehicular communication
and it receives multiple pseudonym certificates from the registration authority. A vehicle is assigned
a number of pseudonyms but only one pseudonym (and corresponding certificate) is valid at a time.
The pseudonym changing schemes considered in this paper use the 1609.2 standard [9].

Although pseudonyms make vehicle tracking more difficult, they are only effective if the
pseudonyms are changed frequently. If the same pseudonym is used for an extended duration,
an attacker may be able to deduce the vehicle identity based on driving history, trip start, destination
points, etc. Additionally, even if the pseudonym is changed frequently, the changes should be
implemented in a way that prohibits attackers from linking two (or more) pseudonyms associated
with the same vehicle. The development of effective PMTs has become an important area of research
in recent years and several approaches have been proposed [10–12]. Although different PMTs are
available in the literature, they are typically evaluated with simplistic, randomly placed attackers
and there is little or no information on the relative performance of these approaches under different
conditions. In this paper, we propose two traffic-aware attacker placement strategies that can be used
to select the most advantageous eavesdropping locations for attacking stations. To the best of our
knowledge, this is the first work that considers intelligent placement strategies to cover the maximum
number of vehicles with a limited number of attacking stations. We show how intelligent attacker
placements can affect the performance of different PMTs and analyze the conditions under which
privacy is most likely to be compromised. The main contributions of this paper are:

• A distance-based attacker placement scheme (DBAP).
• A novel speed-based attacker placement scheme (SBAP).
• A comprehensive comparative evaluation of different PMTs using the proposed schemes and

random attacker placement, for different traffic conditions, using common metrics.

The two placement algorithms use prior knowledge of traffic patterns, road topology, and PMTs
to locate attacking stations. This will provide a more realistic framework for evaluating both existing
PMTs and those that may be developed in the future. The comprehensive comparison of current PMTs
provide insights on their relative strengths and weaknesses, which can help determine the conditions
under which each one can be used most effectively.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we examine the current
state of privacy management in VANET and some of the latest privacy schemes proposed in the
literature. In Section 3, we describe our network model, as well as the adversary models and attacking
methodology. In Section 4, we present two new attacker placement strategies that are based on distance
and speed. Section 5 discusses the simulation setup and privacy metrics. In Section 6, the simulation
results are presented and discussed and finally, we conclude our work in Section 7.

2. Privacy Management Techniques in VANET

The first step for protecting privacy in VANET is to dissociate the vehicle identity from the
information trail to preserve privacy. As mentioned earlier, this is typically accomplished using a
temporary ID called a pseudonym, which replaces the real vehicle identifier with a temporary random
number. The Security Credential Management System (SCMS) [13] manages all the credentials and
identities of authorized vehicles. The real identification and the associated temporary identifiers of
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the vehicle are only revealed to designated participants of the communication network under special
circumstances, e.g., when the vehicle is involved in malicious activity.

It is essential to change these temporary identifiers associated with a vehicle from time to time,
in order to disconnect the information stream associated with an identifier. Many different PMTs
that determine when and how often pseudonyms should be changed to improve privacy have been
proposed in the literature [14–21].

The current PMTs can be categorized as area-oriented or user-oriented. Area-oriented approaches
leverage the region of interest, often called mix zones [10,12,22], such as intersections, parking lots,
or gas stations, which allow vehicles to change their pseudonyms with many other neighboring
vehicles. However, area-oriented PMTs are prone to privacy attacks, as the adversary only needs to
know the designated region(s) for pseudonym change. On the other hand, user-oriented PMTs do not
rely on infrastructure or a particular area, which increases the uncertainty in terms of the locations
where pseudonym change may occur. Therefore, in the remainder of this paper we will focus on
user-oriented PMTs, which typically outperform other approaches.

The user-oriented PMTs use implicit triggers such as time [23], speed [14], neighboring vehicle
density [15], or cooperation with other vehicles [16]. The periodic privacy scheme (PRD), introduced by
Brecht et al. [13], has a static time-based trigger and is proposed as an element of the emerging standards
by USDOT. The vehicle changes pseudonyms after every five minutes and selects a new pseudonym
from a pool of twenty active pseudonyms, which is valid for one week. The size of the pool is restricted,
so the pseudonyms allocated to a vehicle do not get exhausted too quickly. However, this often leads
to reuse of pseudonyms, which makes it easier to link multiple pseudonyms.

In 2006, Li [11] introduced an approach with a dynamic speed-based trigger, which allows moving
vehicles to swap their identifiers. However, there is an accountability problem in this scheme, and in
2009, Buttyan et al. proposed Silence at LOW speeds (SLOW) [14], another speed-based privacy scheme,
where a pseudonym is changed when the speed of the vehicle drops below 30 km/h. The vehicle uses
radio silence for a short period before changing its pseudonym. Since this is not based on a fixed place
or time, it creates increased confusion for the adversary. However, using radio silence may have a
negative impact on safety applications.

The anonymity of a vehicle is directly related to the number of other vehicles in its
neighborhood. In 2009, Song et al. [15] introduced the first scheme with vehicular traffic-based triggers.
Later, Pan proposed a Cooperative Pseudonym scheme based on number of Neighbors (CPN) [16]
in which the vehicles require the cooperation of the nearby vehicles to simultaneously change
pseudonyms. To increase anonymity, all the neighboring vehicles should change their pseudonyms at
the same time. Benarous et al. [24] proposed a PMT that integrates two main factors: “hiding within the
crowd” and “location obfuscation” techniques. The vehicle is forced to change pseudonym when either
it is leaving specific geographical region or the pseudonym reaches its expiration. This PMT keeps
count of neighboring vehicles and if the predefined neighbor threshold matches with current neighbors,
then it cooperatively changes with other vehicles. Otherwise, the vehicle obfuscates its position and
turns the speed to zero for the time the vehicle is changing its pseudonym. The drawback is that
broadcasting inaccurate speed and position information raises concerns for the safety applications.
The authors in [25] use reputation scores, sent as part of the periodic safety beacons, to trigger
synchronous pseudonym changes, which increases the anonymity set. Liu et al. [26] presented another
PMT which is fully uncoordinated and it aims to change pseudonyms in distributed networks to have
frequent and unlinkable changes.

Context-based PMTs take into consideration the surrounding situation and change pseudonyms
by adapting to the current situation. Context-Aware Pseudonym Scheme (CAPS) [17] is a context-aware
scheme where the vehicle decides when to change the pseudonym based on surrounding conditions
and keeps radio silence for a limited time prior to the change. Boualouache et al. [27] proposed
a traffic-aware scheme, which needs congested areas for the pseudonym change and also uses radio
silence. Context-based PMTs can be regarded as more intelligent, and the changes of the identifiers
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are less likely to correlate to the target vehicles. CCAPS [28] is a combination of two previous PMTs
(CPN and CAPS), which uses context awareness and cooperative strategy for changing pseudonyms.
This PMT is user-oriented and the target vehicle keeps track of its neighboring vehicles. However, it uses
radio silence in two out of three potential cases for changing pseudonyms. Zeng and Xu [29] proposed
a mix context based Pseudonym Changing Privacy Preserving Authentication. Zhao et al. [30] presented
a pseudonym changing game which was established by analyzing the relationship between pseudonym
changing, cost, and privacy. Recently, a dynamic zone-based PMT [31] was proposed to establish
an on-demand temporary swap zone, where a vehicle is able to randomly select and exchange the
pseudonym with another vehicle without a group manager. This PMT adapts based on the surroundings
to reduce the communication cost of forming pseudonym swap zones.

Table 1 shows the different triggers used by the PMTs discussed in this section. As the goal of this
paper is to assess the effect of adversary placement on different PMTs, rather than introducing new
PMTs, we have selected four promising user-centric PMTs for evaluation, as follows:

• Periodic [13],
• SLOW [14],
• CPN [16],
• CAPS [17].

Table 1. Pseudonym management techniques and triggers.

PMTs/Triggers Time-Based Speed-Based Traffic-Based Context-Based

Periodical [13] X
SLOW [14] X

Cooperative [16] X
Dynamic Zone based [31] X

Jaimes et al. [25] X
Liu et al. [26] X

CAPS [17] X
Swing and Swap [11] X

Song et al. [15] X
Boualouache et al. [27] X

CCAPS [28] X X
Mix-Context based [29] X

Zhao et al. [30] X
Benarous et al. [24] X

The PMTs chosen (i) cover the range of different trigger metrics reported in the literature and
(ii) represent the most well-established and widely used PMTs for comparisons. All the different
PMTs listed in the literature review use one or more of the techniques from our selected list of PMTs.
We note that the computation time of the different approaches for carrying out pseudonym change
is very similar. The main difference lies in deciding when and under what conditions to initiate this
pseudonym change.

3. Network and Adversary Model

When evaluating PMTs, it is important to consider both the network models and an accurate and
realistic adversary model. In this section, we first discuss the network model and then our chosen
adversary model as well as its tracking approach and capabilities.

3.1. Network Model

Our model considers that the vehicles are equipped with DSRC-enabled OBUs, which facilitate the
Vehicle-to-Vehicle (V2V) as well as Vehicle-to-Infrastructure (V2I) communication. There are three main
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entities, namely, Certificate Authority (CA), Roadside Unit (RSU), and OBU which communicate with
each other. Figure 1 shows a diagram of our network model with the three levels of participating nodes.

Figure 1. Network model.

CA in VANET is responsible for issuance of a set of a public and a private key to the participating
vehicles and RSUs in the vehicular network. CA maintains the database for the long-term accountability
of the registered vehicles by keeping a record of the original vehicle identification and the assigned
pseudonym(s) along with the issuance time. In this paper, we assume the CAs are trusted entities.
Approaches to deal with compromised CAs are available in the literature [32,33], but is out of the
scope of this paper.

The DSRC-based RSUs are connected to each other as well as with the back-end CAs via a wired
network. The RSUs can communicate timely information, such as road conditions and traffic incidents
directly to vehicles and also receive BSMs sent by individual vehicles. If an RSU is compromised,
it will be able to eavesdrop on all vehicles in its coverage area. We note that although compromised
RSUs can behave as a local passive adversary, the attacker placements are not limited to just the RSU
locations. They can be placed anywhere on the road network, and may or may not coincide with an
RSU location.

The participating vehicle is equipped with an OBU which periodically broadcasts the situational
awareness information to its immediate environment for safety applications. It has a Tamper-Proof
Device (TPD) for securing sensitive information on the vehicle, such as credentials. The vehicle can
participate in vehicular communication once CA authorizes the vehicle. Upon successful authorization,
the vehicle enrolls with CA and obtains a pseudonym (or set of pseudonyms) signed by CA and
timestamp(s) indicating the validity of the pseudonym(s).

3.2. Adversary Model

The active adversary typically aims to disrupt network communication, alter the information in the
message or inject new messages into the network. The examples of such attacks are Man-in-the-Middle
attack, timing attack, or broadcast tampering. The objective of the passive adversary, on the other
hand, is to gain information to track and profile the drivers by eavesdropping on messages. This kind
of adversary is passive as it does not modify messages or the message stream. Although the passive
adversary typically does not disrupt the ongoing communications in the network, the main concern
with this kind of attack is that it is very difficult to detect, because the adversary is simply listening to
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the unencrypted messages and does not perform any alteration. In this paper, we focus on the passive
adversary, whose primary goal is to compromise privacy of vehicles by linking pseudonyms.

The adversary can also be classified as global or local, based on the geographic area it can cover.
The global adversary can eavesdrop on all the messages from all vehicles at all times, without leaving
any blind spots. Many privacy evaluation schemes adopt this model, as it is the strongest adversary
and can be used to model the “worst-case” situation. In a real-world scenario, this would require
the adversary to place the equipment to cover a target geographic area, such as a city, completely.
Considering the amount of equipment that would be needed to achieve this, the global adversary
scenario is unlikely due to the prohibitive cost. Therefore, we have selected the local passive adversary
model as an appropriate and realistic model for our simulations.

The local adversary only has access to a limited amount of attacking equipment, each with a
specified communication range. Therefore, it is generally not able to eavesdrop on all vehicles in the
area of interest. Due to the limitations on the number and communication range of the eavesdropping
equipment, it is important for the local adversary to place these resources in a way that maximizes its
attacking capabilities. The tracking approach we use is based on PREXT [34], which assumes global
adversarial coverage, and we have redesigned the adversary according to our algorithms [35,36].
PREXT uses Multi-Hypothesis Tracking [37], which relies on Kalman Filter [38] and a multi-target
tracking algorithm, Nearest Neighbor Probabilistic Data Association (NNPDA) [39], to track vehicles
with anonymous message collection. If the pseudonym is changed, the vehicle tracker predicts the
target vehicle based on the location and time information. It may accurately identify the target vehicle
(successful tracking) or may observe it as a new vehicle or incorrectly associate it with a different
vehicle (unsuccessful tracking).

Factors Affecting Tracking Ability

For the local passive adversary considered in this paper, several important factors can affect
vehicle tracking, as identified below.

• The number of vehicles changing pseudonyms simultaneously: A vehicle changing its pseudonym
alone is relatively easy to recognize. Therefore, PMTs, where multiple vehicles cooperate to change
pseudonyms together, tend to perform better. This depends on (i) the choice of PMT being used
and (ii) the vehicle density. We have considered both factors in our simulations.

• Knowledge of PMT and traffic analysis: If the PMT is known to the attacker, the attacker can
exploit this knowledge to place the listening stations strategically. In addition, stations can
be placed in high-traffic areas, if traffic patterns are known, to eavesdrop on more vehicles.
Certain PMTs lead to the repetition of pseudonyms, which can also be exploited by the adversary.
We have compared the proposed schemes, which exploit knowledge of PMT and traffic patterns,
with random placement strategy to investigate this factor.

• Communication range of listening stations: Reducing the listening range of the attacking stations
results in fewer BSMs reaching the eavesdropping stations and reduces successful vehicle
tracking. We have considered different listening ranges to study the impact of this parameter on
tracking success.

4. Intelligent Attacker Placement

In this section, we present two new attacker placement strategies—(i) distance-based attacker
placement (DBAP) and (ii) speed-based attacker placement (SBAP) for selecting the locations where
attacking stations should be placed to increase the chances of successful vehicle tracking. For both
approaches, this is accomplished by selecting locations where

1. attacking stations can listen to beacons from many vehicles and
2. pseudonym changes are likely to occur.
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The placement algorithms use knowledge of long term traffic patterns to help select potential
locations for adversary placement. Such information can be easily obtained from public sources to
retrieve real-time traffic information using a variety of web applications such as Google Maps [40],
so the algorithms are not dependent on any specialized or proprietary data. The collected traffic
information can include the most congested road segments or intersections, time of the day, the usual
duration of congestion, and length of the road segments with congestion.

4.1. Distance-Based Attacker Placement

A brief overview of our proposed distance-based attacker placement (DBAP) algorithm is given
below in Algorithm 1. In this approach, the attacker chooses specific road segments, based on traffic
conditions and places attacking stations at specified distances along with the selected segments.
DBAP scheme is designed to be effective against PMTs that use a static trigger, e.g., periodic. In such
PMTs, pseudonym change is triggered at specific time intervals. Therefore, DBAP places attacking
stations separated by a distance d, which is calculated based on several possible factors. For listening
stations with communication range rcomm, setting d ≤ 2 · rcomm on a particular road segment can
achieve full coverage for that segment. However, due to limitations on the amount of available
attacking stations, the spacing may need to be increased, which means some pseudonym changes may
go unobserved.

First, we select a suitable target destination T (step 1a), which is likely to be visited by a large
number of vehicles. For urban scenarios, T is typically a high-traffic road, often near the city center,
while for highways, it is always taken as the last segment of the highway. Next we identify a set P of k
potential starting points (step 1b), where pi ∈ P and 1 ≤ i ≤ k. The road segments from pi to T are
selected for adversary placement. The goal is to select roads that have high traffic so that more vehicles
will be exposed to attacking stations. For highways, k = 1 and p1 is the initial segment of the highway
under consideration. In other words, we do not consider the highway on or off-ramps, but rather treat
it as a single road segment.

Algorithm 1 Distance-based attacking algorithm

Input: Amount of available equipment for tracking the vehicles (n) and PN change frequency (f )
Output: Adversary spacing

1: Based on traffic patterns select

a. Target destination (T)

b. a set P of potential starting points for routes, where P = k and pi ∈ P is the ith starting point.
2: Calculate spacing between adversary positions (d)

3: Calculate lower limit Nmin = ∑k
i=1d

dist(pi ,T)
d e for number of adversaries to use.

4: if n < Nmin then

5: a. calculate d’, where d’ is the smallest spacing for which n ≥ ∑k
i=1d

dist(pi ,T)
d′ e

6: b. Set d=d’
7: end if
8: for pi ∈ P do

9: Place adversary equipment with space d along route from pi to T.
10: end for

After selecting the routes, we determine the maximum distance (d) between successive attacking
stations along the selected routes (step 2) in order to achieve full coverage along these routes. The value
of d can depend on several factors, such as vehicle speeds, the frequency of pseudonym changes and
the communication range of the attacking stations. Next, in step 3, we determine the minimum number
of attacking stations (Nmin) needed for covering the routes, based on d. If the number of available
stations (n) is higher than Nmin, then d is set to be the attacker distance. On the other hand, if n ≤ Nmin,
we calculate an updated attacker spacing d′ (step 4–7), where d′ > d and then set d = d′. It is important
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to note that increasing the attacker spacing may have a negative impact on the ability to track vehicles.
Finally, the stations are placed along each selected route with a distance of d between two adjacent
stations (steps 8–9).

4.2. Speed-Based Attacker Placement

The DBAP scheme in the previous section works well for periodic pseudonym changes, but may
not be effective for a speed-based PMT. In a speed-based PMT, the pseudonym changes when the
speed falls below a given threshold, for example, at red light intersections and stop signs or along
sections of roads that experience high traffic congestion. In the remainder of this paper, we refer
to an intersection with a traffic light or stop sign as a Traffic/Stop Intersection (TSI) and congested
road segments as High Traffic Sections (HTSs). TSIs and HTSs are excellent candidate locations for
placing attackers when vehicles are using speed-based PMT. However, it might not be feasible to place
attacking stations on all TSI or very closely spaced along with an HTS. The SBAP algorithm given
below identifies potential attacker positions so that more vehicles can be tracked with relatively few
attacking stations. The speed-based attacker placement (SBAP) scheme is designed to be effective
against PMTs that use a speed trigger, e.g., SLOW. In such PMTs, pseudonym change is triggered when
the vehicle speed falls below a specified threshold. Therefore, SBAP places attacking stations at or near
locations where vehicle speed is likely to be low, such as intersections with traffic lights or stop signs
or along road segments that generally have high traffic congestion, based on long term traffic patterns.
Monitoring a longer stretch of the road helps in the correlation of the old and new pseudonyms of
a vehicle. Therefore, we consider segments that are relatively long (at least 15 km) and have high
traffic density.

An overview of our proposed speed-based attacker placement is given in Algorithm 2. Based on
the long term traffic patterns, two types of road segments are selected for monitoring:

• A set S1 of urban road segments where attackers will be placed based on TSI locations,
where S1 = k and si ∈ S is the ith road segment and

• a set S2 of road segments (primarily highways, but may contain some urban roads as well),
where attackers will be placed based on traffic congestion.

Algorithm 2 Speed-based attacking algorithm

Input: Number (n) and communication range (rcomm) of available attacking stations for vehicle tracking
Output: Adversary locations

1: Repeat steps 2–15 until all selected locations are covered or there is no more available attacker

equipment
2: for si ∈ S1 do

3: locA= location of the first TSI of si
4: Repeat steps 5–8 until locA ∈ si == False:
5: Place attacker at locA
6: dnext=distance from locA to the next TSI on si after locA
7: dinter= max{dnext, 2 · rcomm}
8: locA = locA + dinter
9: end for

10: for HTSi ∈ S2 do

11: locA=location of first attacker in HTSi
12: Repeat 13-14 until locA ∈ HTSi == False
13: Place attacker at locA
14: locA = locA + 2 · rcomm
15: end for
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Attacking stations are placed one by one on the selected road segments, based on TSI (steps 2–9)
and HTS (steps 10–15), until all positions of interest have been covered or the maximum number of
stations (n) have been used. For each selected road segment si on an urban road, the current attacker
location is initially set to the first TSI of the segment (step 3). If the specified attacker location (locA)
falls within the current road segment si, (step 4) then attacking equipment is placed at locA (step 5).
Once the equipment has been placed, steps 6–8 determine the next location to be used for placing
additional equipment on the current segment. If the distance from the current TSI to the next one is
greater than 2 · rcomm, then an attacker is placed at the next TSI. Otherwise, next attacker is placed at a
location 2 · rcomm from the current TSI on the road segment si. This placement strategy allows all the
TSIs along the road segment to be covered using the fewest possible attackers.

Once attackers have been placed at intersections, we try to place any additional equipment along
with congested road segments, i.e., HTSi ∈ S2 (steps 10–14). The first attacker along an HTS is placed
at a location that is at a distance of 2 · rcomm from the nearest station. Subsequently, equipment is placed
uniformly at intervals of 2 · rcomm along the entire segment.

5. Simulation and Analysis

For our simulation study, we have used the VEhicles In Network Simulation (VEINS) [41]
framework, which allows bi-directional coupling of the network simulator with the road traffic
simulation. The network simulation is carried out using OMNET++ [42] along with Simulation of
Urban MObility (SUMO) [43]. OMNET++ is a discrete event simulator for the communication network
which simulates the components and modules based on the defined communication stack. For privacy
evaluation, we used PREXT [34], which enables the comparison of different schemes with each other
based on the same privacy metric. For the urban scenarios, we considered a 6500 m by 6500 m area in
the city of London, Ontario, while for the highway scenarios, we considered a 26,000 m by 11,000 m
area on the outskirts of London, Ontario. In both cases, OpenStreetMap [44] was used to obtain
realistic geographical map files. The urban setting has complex road topology, with intersections
where direction of travel may change. For the highway scenario, the vehicles follow a specific direction
for a longer duration. Therefore, vehicle routes are more predictable, as the vehicles do not have
many options to change the trajectory except at an exit point. Figures 2 and 3 show the locations of
the attackers (assuming 3 attacking stations), using the different placements strategies for urban and
highway scenarios, respectively. These placements were used for all the simulations discussed in
this section.

Figure 2. Attacker locations in highway scenario.
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Figure 3. Attacker locations in urban scenario.

We evaluated the effect of adversary placement on different PMTs, under different traffic
conditions, attacker capabilities, and eavesdropping durations. The relevant simulation parameters
are listed below:

• Adversary model: Local passive adversary.
• PMT approach: Periodic [13], SLOW [14], CPN [16] and CAPS [17].
• Placement scheme: Random, DBAP, and SBAP.
• Road type: Urban or highway.
• Vehicle densities: 100, 200, and 300 vehicles.
• Number of attacking stations: 3.
• Listening range of attacking stations: 500 m, 700 m and 1000 m.
• Eavesdropping duration: 300 s.

To have the evaluation with the highest possible eavesdropping capabilities, we assume that
there is a minimum effect of the obstacle shadowing caused by the building and infrastructures.
We considered that the eavesdropper receives the safety messages within its listening range without
any significant packet loss. To obtain a realistic vehicle movement, we have used random trip
generation for urban traffic, which initializes the vehicles from different origins and assigns routes to
distinct destinations.

Performance Metrics

Different metrics can be used to evaluate the performance of the PMTs. In this paper, we define
two metrics, the tracking success rate (TSR) and global tracking success rate (GTSR), to measure how
well vehicles can be tracked while using various PMTs. These metrics are from the adversary’s point
of view, so a higher value of TSR or GTSR is better for the adversary but could point to a potential
weakness in the PMT. We use the following notation to define our metrics:
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• V: Set of all vehicles in the simulation.
• Nv: Total number of vehicles in the simulation, i.e., Nv = V.
• Na: Total number of vehicles that come within the listening range of at least one attacking station.

We note that for a global adversary Na == Nv, while for a local adversary Na ≤ Nv.
• PNv: Set of distinct pseudonyms used by vehicle v ∈ V over a complete trip from source

to destination.
• cv: Number of pseudonyms changes carried out by vehicle v ∈ V over a complete trip from source

to destination.
• PNv,i: Specific pseudonym in use by vehicle v ∈ V after the ith pseudonym change 1 ≤ i ≤ cv.

PNv,0 corresponds to the initial pseudonym used by vehicle v. We note that if a vehicle v does
not repeat any pseudonyms over its entire trip, then PNv = cv + 1; however if pseudonyms are
repeated then PNv ≤ cv.

For a vehicle v ∈ V undergoing a pseudonym change from PNv,i to PNv,i+1, we consider the
pseudonym change event to be tracked successfully if both the old and new pseudonyms are associated
with the same vehicle by the adversary. On the other hand, an unsuccessful tracking event for vehicle v
occurs if (i) two pseudonyms used by vehicle v are not recognized as belonging to the same vehicle by
the adversary or (ii) a pseudonym belonging to a different vehicle is linked to vehicle v by the adversary.

We set sv = 1 if a vehicle v is successfully tracked over its entire trip, i.e., if following conditions
are both satisfied.

• There is a total of cv successful tracking events associated with v and
• there are no unsuccessful tracking events associated with v.

Based on the above definitions, we calculate the overall tracking success rate for a simulation
run as

TSR =
∑v∈Na sv

Na
· 100 (1)

Similarly, we calculate the overall global tracking success rate for a simulation run as

GTSR =
∑v∈Na sv

Nv
· 100 (2)

We note that the impact of the intelligent placement strategies is expected to be reflected in terms
of higher GTSR values (but not necessarily higher TSR) when using such schemes.

This is because when listening stations are in areas with low vehicle density, it may be easier
to track the limited number of vehicles in its range since fewer vehicles cause less confusion;
however overall only a small percentage of vehicles are actually being eavesdropped.

6. Results

There are several factors such as vehicle density, listening range of attacking stations, and the
PMT and placement strategy being used that influence how successfully vehicles are tracked. In this
section, we consider the impact of these factors and discuss and analyze the results of our simulations.
The graphs included in this section show average values, along with the the 95% confidence intervals
for these values.

6.1. Number of Eavesdropped Vehicles

The objective of the placement strategies presented in this paper was to increase the number of
“eavesdropped” vehicles, i.e., the set of vehicles (Na) that come within the listening range of at least
one attacking station. Figure 4 compares the number of eavesdropped vehicles for different placement
schemes. We see that both DBAP and SBAP significantly improve (by at least double) the chances
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that a vehicle will be eavesdropped. The performance of DBAP and SBAP are similar for the urban
scenario, while SBAP performs better in highways.

6.2. Results for the Base Case

We selected a standard set of parameters to observe “base case” performance of each PMT
and placement scheme and then varied these to observe their effect on the tracking ability of the
adversary. For the base case, we simulated for 300 s with a vehicle density of 200 in the presence of
3 eavesdropping stations with a 500 m listening range. The performance is measured in terms of the
tracking success rate (TSR) and global tracking success rate (GTSR).

Figure 4. Comparison of eavesdropped vehicles for varying listening ranges in different scenarios.

Figure 5 shows the GTSR values for highway traffic using different PMTs for random, DBAP,
and SBAP placement schemes, respectively. The performance of the PMT depends on placement
schemes, based on their triggers and frequency of pseudonym change. This means that if the adversary
is aware of the PMT being used, this information can be exploited to use the placement strategy that
has the highest GTSR for that PMT.

Figure 5. Comparison of global tracking success rate (TSR) for different placements and Pseudonym
Management Techniques (PMTs) in the highway scenario.
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The average GTSR over all PMT approaches for DBAP and SBAP are very similar (34% and 33%,
respectively), as opposed to random placement, which is only 22.5%. Furthermore, regardless of the
PMT being used, random placement always has a lower GTSR, compared to both DBAP and SBAP.
This shows that with limited resources, the strategic and intelligent placement of the eavesdropping
stations can result in an increased rate of successful tracking. It is important to note that for highway
scenarios, three adversary stations with a listening range of 500 m cover only a small fraction of the
region of interest (26,000 m × 11,000 m) and can still achieve an overall successful tracking percentage
of more than 30%.

When comparing the different PMTs, we noted that the cooperative approach (CPN) seems to work
uniformly well (i.e., lower GTSR values) across the different placement schemes. The performance of
the other PMTs varied significantly based on the attacker placement. For example, SLOW; which uses
a speed trigger, performed the worst for speed-based placement (SBAP); and the periodic schemed
performed the worst with DBAP placement, which targets this scheme.

Figure 6 shows the corresponding GTSR values for the base case, for urban traffic. The relative
performance of the PMTs is very similar to that for highway traffic, although there is some slight
variation in the actual values. For random placement, we observed no significant differences between
the highway and urban traffic. For DBAP with urban traffic, slightly more vehicles were tracked for
periodic PMT and fewer for CAPS. Similarly, for SBAP, GTSR value increased for SLOW, this could be
attributed to more vehicles changing their pseudonyms near the attacking stations, due to the lower
speeds in urban environment.

Figure 6. Comparison of global TSR for different placements and PMTs in the urban scenario.

Figures 7 and 8 show the TSR values for different privacy approaches and placement schemes
for highway and urban traffic. The TSR values are significantly higher compared to GTSR since
they do not consider vehicles that are out of range of the eavesdropping stations. For example, for
highway traffic, the GTSR values for SLOW range from 33–44%, while the corresponding values for
TSR are 85–94%, and for CPN using DBAP, the TSR is 100%. It is interesting to note that there appears
to be no clear correlation between the placement scheme and TSR. For example, in several cases,
random placement results in higher TSR compared to the more informed schemes like DBAP or SBAP.
Both of these observations can be explained by the fact that TSR calculations ignore all vehicles that
are not ’observed’ by any listening station. This means that if a listening station is in an area with very
few vehicles, it will likely be able to successfully track those vehicles since fewer vehicles mean less
confusion for the attacker. This will lead to a higher TSR, even though many vehicles are not being
observed at all. In such cases, random placement will produce a higher TSR as the other approaches
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always try to put stations in the most congested locations. It can also lead to a TSR of 100% if very few
vehicles appear within the listening range of the stations, leading to easier tracking.

Figure 7. Comparison of TSR for different placements and PMTs in the highway scenario.

Figure 8. Comparison of TSR for different placements and PMTs in the urban scenario.

The vehicle speed can potentially affect the tracking performance, and the degree of impact
(if any) depends heavily on the specific PMT and the placement strategy being used. In our
simulations, we have considered both urban and highway scenarios, with different vehicle speeds of
50 km/h and 100 km/h, respectively. In most cases, vehicle speed did not have a significant impact.
However, based on our observations, the effect of vehicle speed was evident when a speed-triggered
PMT (SLOW) was used along with SBAP. In this case the urban scenario (which has lower vehicle
speeds) showed an increased global tracking success rate (GTSR). We expect this will be the case with
other speed-based PMTs as well, while PMTs with non-speed triggers would not be highly impacted
by vehicle speed.

6.3. Vehicle Density

Tables 2 and 3 show the performance of the different PMTs for different vehicle densities on the
road network, for urban and highway scenarios, respectively. Overall, the results indicate that the
tracking success rates for the proposed placement strategies, SBAP and DBAP, are consistently similar
to or higher than random placement. Both the highway and urban scenarios followed a similar trend,
with some small variations in the actual values. We also noted that the effect of vehicle density seemed
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to depend heavily on both the PMT and placement strategy being used. Therefore, we give a brief
description of how vehicle density affects GTSR for the different approaches below.

Table 2. Urban scenario: Effect of vehicle density on GTSR.

Number of
Vehicles Random DBAP SBAP

CAPS CPN PRD SLOW CAPS CPN PRD SLOW CAPS CPN PRD SLOW

100 17 20 30.5 11.3 25 48 45.5 32.7 25 20 38.5 45.7
200 17 15.5 28.5 34.3 34 22 46 35.3 34 20.5 27.5 51
300 30 15.5 11.3 34.7 48 17 47 25.3 39 17.5 27 51.3

Table 3. Highway scenario: Effect of vehicle density on GTSR.

Number of
Vehicles Random DBAP SBAP

CAPS CPN PRD SLOW CAPS CPN PRD SLOW CAPS CPN PRD SLOW

100 16 18 33 11 24 46.5 42.5 36 24 25 36 49.33
200 16 15.5 25.5 33 40 20 41 35.3 38 22.5 28 44
300 37 15.5 10.7 33.7 54 18 47 25.7 38 21 25.3 43.3

The context-aware scheme (CAPS) shows the highest tracking rate of 48% in the presence of
300 vehicles with a DBAP placement strategy and the least with random placement with a tracking
rate of 17%. For the proposed placement strategies, GTSR increases with number of vehicles,
as more pseudonym changes will occur in high density areas, where attacking stations are placed.
Therefore, pseudonym changes are more likely to take place within the listening range of the stations.
The cooperative scheme (CPN) has the highest tracking rate of 48% in the presence of 100 vehicles with
a DBAP strategy. The GTSR decreases as the vehicle density increases because this scheme triggers
a massive number of pseudonym changes as the number of vehicles increase, making it difficult to
track the vehicles. In our mobility model using random trips, many of the vehicles were out of the
observation of the eavesdropping station, causing an overall decline in the tracking rate. This effect
was particularly evident for DBAP placement. For the periodic scheme, the best placement strategy is
DBAP, as it has the highest overall GTSR regardless of the number of vehicles. For SBAP and random
placement, tracking success decreases slightly with higher vehicle density as a higher number of
vehicles can lead to more confusion for the attacker. SBAP has the highest tracking rates (35–51%)
for the SLOW scheme, and the tracking success rate varies only slightly with number of vehicles.
The GTSR for DBAP (25–36%) and random placement (11–35%) are consistently lower since they do
not allow the tracker to strategically cover high traffic areas or the areas with potential traffic jams.
With DBAP, GTSR does not seem to correlate strongly with number of vehicles, while it increases with
vehicular density for random placement.

Some important observations, based on our simulations, are summarized below.

1. Different PMTs have different vulnerabilities and these can be exploited by the adversary by
placing eavesdropping stations accordingly if the PMT being used is known.

2. Intelligent adversary placement consistently results in more vehicles being eavesdropped and
consequently higher tracking success rates by the adversary, compared to random placement.

3. The effect of vehicle speed and vehicle density depend heavily on the PMT and the placement
scheme being used. For example, SBAP is very effective with SLOW (which uses a speed-based
trigger), since it was designed to target such PMTs.
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7. Conclusions

In this paper, we proposed two intelligent adversary placement strategies (DBAP and SBAP)
for locating eavesdropping stations along vehicle routes, based on traffic density, road type,
and knowledge of the pseudonym technique used. We have shown that using the proposed placement
schemes, it is possible to track more vehicles compared to a random placement strategy, which is
typically used for evaluation. This demonstrates the need to take into consideration the impact
of targeted attacker placement schemes when evaluating different PMTs. We have also studied
four well-known PMTs and assessed their performance under urban and highway traffic for various
placement schemes, traffic densities, and attacker capabilities. This shows how weaknesses of a selected
scheme can be exploited by an intelligent attacker to track more vehicles successfully. The insights
gained from this study will be used to develop a comprehensive pseudonym changing framework that
can be effective for a wide range of different traffic conditions and attacking scenarios. Some potential
strategies to mitigate the vulnerabilities of the existing PMTs could be (a) have multiple nearby vehicles
with similar speeds change pseudonyms simultaneously and (b) for time-based triggers, make sure
intervals are unpredictable rather than constant.
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The following abbreviations are used in this manuscript:

BSM Basic Safety Message
CAPS Context-Aware Pseudonym Scheme
CPN Cooperative Pseudonym scheme based on number of Neighbors
DSRC Dedicated Short Range Communication
DBAP Distance-Based Attacker Placement
GTSR Global Tracking Success Rate
HTS High Traffic Section
OBU On-Board Unit
PMT Pseudonym Management Technique
PRD Periodic pseudonym scheme
RSU Roadside Unit
SBAP Speed-based attacker placement
SCMS Security Credential Management System
SLOW Silence at LOW speeds
TSI Traffic/Stop Intersection
TSR Tracking success rate
VANET Vehicular Ad-hoc Network
VIN Vehicle identification number
V2V Vehicle-to-Vehicle Communication
V2I Vehicle-to-Infrastructure Communication
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